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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the problem of composed image retrieval (CIR), it aims
to train a model that can fuse multi-modal information, e.g., text and images, to accu-
rately retrieve images that match the query, extending the searching ability. We make
the following contributions: (i) we initiate a scalable pipeline to automatically construct
datasets for training CIR model, by simply exploiting a large-scale dataset of image-text
pairs, e.g., a subset of LAION-5B; (ii) we introduce a transformer-based adaptive ag-
gregation model, TransAgg, which employs a simple yet efficient fusion mechanism,
to adaptively combine information from diverse modalities; (iii) we conduct extensive
ablation studies to investigate the usefulness of our proposed data construction proce-
dure, and the effectiveness of core components in TransAgg; (iv) when evaluating on
the publicly available benchmarks under the zero-shot scenario, i.e., training on the au-
tomatically constructed datasets, then directly conduct inference on target downstream
datasets, e.g., CIRR and FashionIQ, our proposed approach either performs on par with
or significantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) models. Project page:
https://code-kunkun.github.io/ZS-CIR/

1 Introduction
In the recent literature, vision-language models have made tremendous progress, by jointly
training image and text representation on large-scale dataset collected from the Internet. For
example, CLIP [24] and ALIGN [13] trained with simple noise contrastive estimation [22],
have demonstrated surprisingly strong transferability and generalizability on zero-shot clas-
sification or cross-modal retrieval. In this paper, we consider the task of composed image
retrieval (CIR), that aims to retrieve images by leveraging a combination of reference image
and textual information that illustrates desired modifications. The model needs to use vi-
sual and language representation interchangeably, and discover target images that satisfy the
user’s expectation. In comparison to image-to-image or text-to-image retrieval, CIR captures
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richer semantics about the user’s intention, and thus has the potential to enable more precise
retrieval on images or e-commerce products.

Existing approaches [1, 6, 18, 27] for composed image retrieval typically train deep neu-
ral networks under fully supervised setting, which requires a dataset, consisting of sufficient
{a reference image, a relative caption, and a target image} triplets. However, compared
with collecting the text-image pairs, manually constructing such a triplet dataset is usually
very expensive, that requires substantial human efforts, to thoroughly examine the reference
image and target image and produce a text description to capturie their distinctions. Conse-
quently, the practical datasets for training CIR models tend to be limited by scale.

In this paper, we initiate a scalable pipeline to automatically construct datasets for train-
ing CIR model, by exploiting the vast amount of image-caption data available on the Internet.
Specifically, for one image-caption sample, we can revise its caption and use the resulting
edited caption as a query to retrieve the target image with similar caption, where we adopt
an off-the-shelf Sentence Transformer to compute similarity between sentences. Depending
on the different approaches for revising captions, i.e., using template or large language mod-
els (LLM), we obtain two different training datasets respectively. In addition, we introduce a
transformer-based model, that employs a simple yet efficient fusion mechanism to adaptively
combine information from diverse modalities. Once trained on the automatically constructed
datasets, the model can be directly applied to target downstream CIR benchmarks without
any finetuning, thus advocates zero-shot generalisation.

To summarise, we make the following contribution: (i) we propose a retrieval-based
pipeline for automatically constructing dataset for training, with the easily-acquired image-
caption data on Internet; (ii) we introduce a transformer-based aggregation model, termed as
TransAgg, that employs a simple yet efficient modules to dynamically fuse information from
different modalities. (iii) we train a model on the automatically constructed dataset, and di-
rectly evaluate on publicly available CIR benchmarks, thus resembling zero-shot composed
image retrieval. In particular, we extensively evaluate the applicability of our constructed
dataset, with different pre-trained backbones and fine-tuning types, and perform thorough
ablation studies to validate the effectiveness of the transformer module and adaptive aggre-
gation of our model; (iv) while comparing with existing approaches on two public bench-
marks under zero-shot scenario, namely, CIRR and FashionIQ, our model performs on par or
significant above the existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) models, and is sometimes comparable
to fully supervised ones.

2 Related Work
Image Retrieval. Standard image retrieval includes both image-to-image retrieval and text-
to-image retrieval. Existing research can be mainly divided into two categories. One uses
dual tower structure [7, 14, 20, 23]. It relies on a good feature extractor to get features of
text or image, and then uses cosine similarity for retrieval. The other one is to pass image-
image or text-image pairs through a mutli-modal encoder to compute their similarity [4,
17, 21]. Despite the impressive progress, these retrieval models are unable to exploit the
complemantary information in different modalities for constructing fine-grained queries.

Composed Image Retrieval. Composed Image Retrieval (CIR) considers the problem of
retrieving images based on the reference images and relative captions. Till recently, ma-
jority research in CIR has concentrated on the fusion of multiple modalities to generate
optimal multimodal representations. Specifically, TIRG [27] proposes to use residual mod-
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ules and gating modules to fuse features. CIRPLANT [18] employed vision-and-language
pre-trained (VLP) multi-layer transformers to fuse features that come from distinct modali-
ties. CLIP4CIR [1] leverages CLIP [24] as feature extractor and follows a two-stage training
procedure. In the first stage, CLIP [24] text encoder is fine-tuned, and a combiner is trained
in the second stage, culminating in remarkable outcomes.

Concurrent Work. Several recent papers [9, 15, 25] also explore the idea of zero-shot com-
posed image retrieval, specifically, Pic2Word [25] employs image-caption and unlabeled im-
age datasets to train a mapping network that marks the image as a token, and performs cross-
modal retrieval with CLIP [24]. CompoDiff [9] proposes a two-stage approach for training
diffusion model to address the CIR problem and introduces the SynthTriplet18M dataset,
comprising images synthesized via the prompt-to-prompt [11] model guided by correspond-
ing captions. CASE [15] proposes to use BLIP [16] model to accomplish the CIR task
through early fusion and utilzing the few-shot capability of GPT-3[3], and the VQA2.0[8]
dataset to construct a dataset of almost 400K triplets in an semi-automatic manner. The target
images are manually selected from the 24 visually nearest neighbors of referenece images.
Unlike the aforementioned approach, our approach is fully automated and does not require
any human intervention, based on retrieval from a large-scale corpus of real images.

3 Method

In this section, we start by formulating the problem of composed image retrieval in Sec. 3.1,
then provide details of our proposed architecture in Sec. 3.2, lastly, in Sec. 3.3, we describe
the two ideas for automatically constructing training set for CIR task, namely, Laion-CIR-
Template and Laion-CIR-LLM.

3.1 Problem Scenario

We consider the problem of composed image retrieval, specifically, at training time, each
sample can be represented as a triplet, i.e., Dtrain =

{
(Ir, It , t) |Ir ∈ RH×W×3, It ∈ RH×W×3

}
,

Specifically, we train a model that takes the reference image (Ir) and relative caption (t) as
input, and construct a composed query, that can retrieve one target image (It ):

Q = ΦTransAgg(Ir, t) = Φagg(Φfuse(Φvisual (Ir) , Φtext (t))) (1)

Q refers to the composed query, that is to rank all images in a retrieval set Ω = {Ii, i =
0, · · · ,m} based on the relevance, i.e., cosine similarity computed by between query and im-
age embedding. For each composed query, the retrieval set is split into positive Pq and neg-
ative Nq sets, with the former consisting of instances that satisfy conditional editing on ref-
erence image. The trainable modules include: visual encoder (Φvisual), text encoder (Φtext),
multi-modal fusion module (Φfuse), and an aggregation module (Φagg).

3.2 Composed Image Retrieval Model

Here, we start by introducing our proposed model for composed image retrieval, termed as
TransAgg, and followed by its detailed training objective.
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Figure 1: An overview of our proposed architecture, that consists of a visual encoder, a text
encoder, a Transformer module and an adaptive aggregation module.

3.2.1 Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 1, our proposed CIR model consists of three components: encoders to
extract features from visual and textual inputs respectively, a Transformer module to capture
the interaction between two modalities, and an adaptive aggregation module that combats
modal redundancy and fuses the features together.
Visual and Text Encoders. We adopt pre-trained vision and language models as our en-
coders for different modalities given their impressive performance and flexibility to maintain
the semantics. Formally, we denote the feature extraction via the following notations,

FVr = Φvisual (Ir) ∈ R|V |×d , FW = Φtext (t) ∈ R|W |×d (2)

where Ir denotes the reference image encoded by the visual encoder Φvisual, and t refers to
the relative caption encoded by the textual encoder Φtext. In our experiments, we primarily
use pretrained BLIP [16] or CLIP [24] as our visual and text encoders.

Transformer Fusion. Regarding the input of our Transformer module, in addition to FVr
and FW, a learnable token embedding Fsep is also integrated to discriminate the modalities.
The feature interaction between visual and textual modality can be formulated as:[

F ′
Vr,F ′

sep,F ′
W
]
= Φfuse

([
FVr,Fsep,FW

])
(3)

where [·, ·, ·] denotes the feature concatenation, Φfuse(·) is a two-layer Transformer module,
and the input and output of each feature vector maintains the same shape. The visual and
the textual features have been augmented through the feature interaction in the Transformer,
resulting in the refined features F ′

Vr ∈ R|V|×d and F ′
W ∈ R|W|×d .

Adaptive Aggregation. Here, we take out the internal features corresponding to the image
global patch and the text global token respectively, and concatenate them together to be
transformed as the fusion features FU ∈Rd through an MLP module, we then apply a linear
layer to project FU into weighting parameters (w1,w2,w3) that act as multipliers for FG

Vr, FU
and FG

W, where FG
Vr indicates the global BLIP/CLIP visual features, FG

W denotes the global
BLIP/CLIP textual features. The final image-text representation Q is computed as:

Q = w1 ∗FG
Vr +w2 ∗FU +w3 ∗FG

W (4)
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Figure 2: An overview of our proposed dataset construction procedure, based on sentence
template (left), or large language models (right).

3.2.2 The Training Objective

For model training, we follow previous work and use the batch-based classification (BBC)
loss [27]. Given a batch size of B, the i-th query pair (Ii

r, t
i) should be close to its positive

target Ii
t and far away from the negative instances, which can be formulated as

L=− 1
B

B

∑
i=1

log

 exp
[
κ
(
Qi,F i

Vt
)
/τ

]
∑

B
j=1 exp

[
κ

(
Qi,F j

Vt

)
/τ

]
 (5)

where τ = 0.01 refers to the temperature parameter, and κ(·, ·) denotes the cosine similarity,
Qi is computed by Eq. (4) and F i

Vt = Φvisual(Ii
t ) is the representation of the target image of

that query. In practise, to effectively train a model for composed image retrieval, a signif-
icant amount of triplet data is often required, unfortunately, collecting and annotating CIR
datasets can be time-consuming and costly. In the following section, we describe an auto-
matic pipeline for constructing dataset suitable for CIR training.

3.3 Dataset Construction

In order to train the CIR model, we need to construct a dataset with triplet samples, i.e., ref-
erence image, relative caption, target image. Specifically, we start from the Laion-COCO1

that contains a massive number of image-caption pairs, and then edit the captions with sen-
tence templates or large-language models (Sec. 3.3.1), to retrieve the target images (Sec. 3.3.2),
as shown in Figure 2. The details are discussed in the following sections.

1https://laion.ai/blog/laion-coco/
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3.3.1 Generating Relative Caption

Generation Based on Language Templates. Here, we aim to generate the relative caption
based on predefined templates and rules. Specifically, we take inspiration from [18], and
consider eight types of semantic operations, namely cardinality, addition, negation, direct
addressing, compare&change, comparative statement, statement with conjunction and view-
point. For these operations, it is straightforward to define diverse rules to edit the original
caption of Laion-COCO images. Taking the type compare&change as an example, we first
extract the noun phrases from the captions with a part-of-speech (POS) tagger, provided by
Spacy [12]. Then, we define the template as: “replace {entity A} with {entity B}”, where en-
tity A is replaced with other similar noun phrases, measured with the Sentence-Transformers
similarity score, i.e., we replace the original noun phrase with an alternative noun phrase with
similarity ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 measured by all-MiniLM-L6-v22. To this end, we acquire
the edited image caption, which will be later used to retrieve the target image. For more
implementation details, please refer to our supplementary materials.

Generation Based on Large Language Model. Given the image caption for reference
image, we prompt ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) to simultaneously generate relative caption and
caption of target image, with the following prompt: I have an image. Carefully gener-
ate an informative instruction to edit this image content and generate a description of the
edited image. I will put my image content beginning with “Image Content:”. The instruction
you generate should begin with “Instruction:". The edited description you generate should
begin with “Edited Description:". The Instruction you generate can cover various seman-
tic aspects, including cardinality, addition, negation, direct addressing, compare&change,
comparative, conjunction, spatial relations&background, viewpoint. The edited description
need to be as simple as possible. The instruction does not need to explicitly indicate which
type it is. Avoid adding imaginary things. “Image Content: {}”. Each time generate one
instruction and one edited description only.

3.3.2 Target Image Retrieval

With the target image captions generated by the template-based or LLM-based approach, we
use a sentence transformer model to extract features from the caption, and then we perform
a text-only retrieval between the target image caption and the captions of the images in the
Laion-COCO pool using cosine similarity. The images with their corresponding captions to
have similarity scores above the given threshold are kept as candidate target images, resulting
in a scalable pipeline for constructing triplet samples, with reference image, relative caption,
and target image.

4 Experiment

In this section, we first describe the experiment setups and implementation details (Sec. 4.1),
then followed by ablation studies to investigate the applicability of our method and the ef-
fectiveness of the core components in our TransAgg model (Sec. 4.2), lastly, we present
comparison results to the recent approaches (Sec. 4.3). Note that, there has been several
concurrent work on composed image retrieval [2, 9, 15, 25], here, we try to compare with

2https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-MiniLM-L6-v2
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them as fairly as we can, however, there still remain differences on some small experimental
details, such as visual and text encoder, embedding dimensions, batch size, etc.

4.1 Experimental Setups
Training Datasets. We construct the training sets by using the data collection pipeline
outlined in Section 3.3, resulting Laion-CIR-Template and Laion-CIR-LLM, depending on
the adopted approaches. Both datasets contain around 16K triplets. We also combined two
approaches and construct a 32K dataset, named Laion-CIR-Combined.
Evaluation Datasets. We evaluate our model on two public benchmarks, namely, CIRR [18]
and FashionIQ [28]. CIRR comprises approximately 36K triplets that are sampled from
generic images obtained from NLVR2 [26]. To mitigate the false negative cases, the author
conduct two benchmarks to demonstrate fine-grained retrieval. The first one involves a gen-
eral search using the entire validation corpus as the target search space. The second focuses
on a subset of six images similar to the query image, based on pre-trained ResNet152 [10]
feature distance. FashionIQ focuses on the fashion domain and is divided into three sub
categories, Dress, Shirt and Toptee. It contains more than 30k triplets. The reference and
target images are matched based on similarities in their titles, and each triplet is accompa-
nied by two annotations that are manually generated by human annotators. Note that, in this
paper, we consider zero-shot evaluation, that is to say, we only train on our automatically
constructed training set, and directly evaluate on the target benchmarks.
Evaluation Metrics. We adopt the standard metric in retrieval, i.e., Recall@K, which de-
notes the percentage of target images being included in the top-K list. For CIRR, we also re-
port RecallSubset@K metric, which considers only the images within the subset of the query.
Implementation Details. Our framework is implemented with PyTorch. We adopt the
same image pre-processing scheme as in CLIP4CIR [1], and realize the transformer-based
fusion module of 2 layers with 8 heads. Regarding the training schedule, AdamW optimizer
with a cosine decay is applied. The learning rate of the visual and text encoder parameters is
initialized to 1e-6, while that of the remaining parameters are initialized to 1e-4. For visual
and text encoders, we use pre-trained BLIP [16] w/ViT-B, ViT-B/32 CLIP [24] and ViT-
L/14 CLIP [24]. The language model used in the process of Laion-CIR-Template dataset
construction is all-MiniLM-L6-v2.

4.2 Ablation Study
In this section, we evaluate on FashionIQ and CIRR benchmarks, to investigate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed dataset construction procedure, compare different pre-trained visual
backbones, and ablation studies on the transformer-based fusion, adaptive aggregation.
Pretrained Backbone and Finetuning. We train our TransAgg model on Laion-CIR-
Template, and explore various backbones and fine-tuning types. As shown in Table 1, it
can be observed that using BLIP [16] model as the visual and text encoder yield the best
performance, and fine-tuning more parameters leads better results in most cases. In the
following experiments, we choose to use BLIP [16] model as our visual and text encoder.
Effectness of Individual Modules. We conduct ablation studies on transformer fusion and
adaptive aggregation, as well as the different ways for constructing dataset, i.e., Laion-CIR-
Template, and Laion-CIR-LLM. As shown in Table 2, we can make the following obser-
vations: (i) template-based sentence editing is more effective for dataset construction, e.g.,
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CIRR FashionIQ

Backbone Fine-tuning R@1 R@5 RSubset@1 Average R@10 R@50 Average

CLIP-B/32
✘ 24.46 53.61 57.81 55.71 23.91 44.68 34.30

only text enc. 27.08 57.21 62.70 59.96 25.67 46.43 35.65
both 29.30 60.48 63.57 62.03 25.15 46.10 35.63

CLIP-L/14
✘ 25.04 53.98 55.33 54.66 28.57 48.29 38.43

only text enc. 27.90 58.27 60.48 59.38 30.61 50.38 40.50
both 33.04 64.39 63.37 63.88 32.63 53.65 43.14

BLIP
✘ 34.89 64.75 66.34 65.55 26.95 46.10 36.53

only text enc. 38.10 68.42 70.34 69.38 32.07 53.26 42.67
both 37.18 67.21 69.34 68.28 34.64 55.72 45.18

Table 1: Generalization for different backbones and fine-tuning types on CIRR and Fash-
ionIQ. For CIRR, the average column denotes (Recall@5+RecallSubset@1)/2. For Fash-
ionIQ, we report the average Recall@10 and 50 of all three categories. Best (resp. second-
best) numbers are in red (resp. blue). Refer the reader to supplementary material for more
detailed comparison.

Shirt Dress TopTee Average
Model Dataset Const. Finetune Fusion Aggregation R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50

A1 Template ✘ ✔ ✘ 25.22 42.89 19.88 40.16 26.77 46.81 23.96 43.29
A2 Template ✘ ✘ ✔ 27.43 45.24 22.21 41.40 29.07 51.66 26.24 46.10
A3 Template ✘ ✔ ✔ 28.07 45.63 21.67 41.89 31.11 50.79 26.95 46.10

B1 Template text enc. ✔ ✘ 32.19 52.80 27.37 49.28 35.08 55.84 31.55 52.64
B2 Template text enc. ✘ ✔ 32.43 51.42 28.56 49.73 35.03 56.20 32.01 52.45
B3 Template text enc. ✔ ✔ 32.83 52.31 27.67 49.38 35.70 58.08 32.07 53.26

C1 Template both ✔ ✘ 32.78 52.55 29.65 50.22 35.90 57.27 32.78 53.35
C2 Template both ✘ ✔ 34.64 54.66 29.85 51.71 38.35 59.41 34.28 55.26
C3 Template both ✔ ✔ 34.84 53.93 31.28 52.75 37.79 60.48 34.64 55.72

D1 LLM ✘ ✔ ✘ 18.74 34.45 16.41 33.57 20.50 37.43 18.55 35.15
D2 LLM ✘ ✘ ✔ 28.21 47.60 25.88 47.05 32.99 54.56 29.03 49.74
D3 LLM ✘ ✔ ✔ 31.89 48.72 25.53 46.80 32.99 54.11 30.14 49.88

E1 LLM text enc. ✔ ✘ 31.55 49.76 26.23 48.29 33.86 53.70 30.55 50.58
E2 LLM text enc. ✘ ✔ 32.63 52.06 28.51 49.73 35.95 57.01 32.36 52.93
E3 LLM text enc. ✔ ✔ 32.92 52.16 28.56 49.58 36.82 58.59 32.77 53.44

F1 LLM both ✔ ✘ 28.85 47.99 26.62 48.14 31.06 52.01 28.84 49.38
F2 LLM both ✘ ✔ 32.04 50.74 30.39 50.87 34.93 55.79 32.45 52.47
F3 LLM both ✔ ✔ 34.64 53.58 30.84 51.22 37.99 59.15 34.49 54.65

Table 2: Ablation study on FashionIQ. No Fusion means we remove the transformer fusion
module, and no Aggregation means we replace adaptive aggregation with a static aggregation
utilizing three learnable weight parameters.

model C3 vs. F3; (ii) adaptive aggregation has a greater impact than transformer fusion, e.g.,
model D1 vs. D2; (iii) finetuning both the text encoder and visual encoder gives better per-
formance, similar to the observations in Table 1, e.g., model B3 vs. C3. Overall, our results
demonstrate positive effects of our module, regardless of the fine-tuning type.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-art

We train our model on the combination of both constructed datasets, and compare with vari-
ous zero-shot composed image retrieval methods on CIRR and FashionIQ. As shown in Ta-
ble 3, on CIRR dataset, our proposed model achieves state-of-the-art results in all metrics ex-
cept for Recall@50. While on the FashionIQ dataset, our proposed TransAgg model trained
on the automatically constructed dataset also falls among the top2 best models, perform-
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CIRR FashionIQ

Method Zero-shot # Training triplets R@1 R@5 R@50 RSubset@1 R@10 R@50 Average

Pic2Word [25]CVPR’2023 ✔ - 23.90 51.70 87.80 - 24.70 43.70 34.20
PALAVRA [5]ECCV’2022 ✔ - 16.62 43.49 83.95 41.61 19.76 37.25 28.51

SEARLE-XL-OTI [2]arXiv’2023 ✔ - 24.87 52.31 88.58 53.80 27.61 47.90 37.76
CompoDiff w/T5-XL [9]arXiv’2023 ✔ 18m 19.37 53.81 90.85 28.96 37.36 50.85 44.11

CASE Pre-LaSCo.Ca. [15]arXiv’2023 ✔ 360k 35.40 65.78 94.63 64.29 - - -

TransAgg (Laion-CIR-Template) ✔ 16k 38.10 68.42 93.51 70.34 32.07 53.26 42.67
TransAgg (Laion-CIR-LLM) ✔ 16k 36.71 67.83 93.86 66.03 32.77 53.44 43.11

TransAgg (Laion-CIR-Combined) ✔ 32k 37.87 68.88 93.86 69.79 34.36 55.13 44.75

CLRPLANT w/OSCAR [18]ICCV’2021 ✘ - 19.55 52.55 92.38 39.20 18.87 41.53 30.20
ARTEMIS [6]ICLR’2022 ✘ - 16.96 46.10 87.73 39.99 26.05 50.29 38.17

CLIP4CIR [1]CVPRW’2022 ✘ - 38.53 69.98 95.93 68.19 38.32 61.74 50.03
BLIP4CIR+Bi [19]arXiv’2023 ✘ - 40.15 73.08 96.27 72.10 43.49 67.31 55.40

CASE [15]arXiv’2023 ✘ - 48.00 79.11 97.57 75.88 48.79 70.68 59.74

Table 3: Comparasion on CIRR test set and FashionIQ validation set. The best and second-
best numbers are shown in red and blue respectively. For more detailed comparison, we refer
the reader to the supplementary material.

ing competitively with the concurrent work, namely CompoDiff [9]. Note that, CompoDiff
has been trained on over 18M triplet samples, while ours only need to train on 16k/32k,
significantly more efficient than CompoDiff.

4.4 Failure Cases of Dataset Construction
There remains limitation on our dataset construction pipeline, for instance, as shown in the
1st and 2nd row of Figure 3, while using sentence transformers for computing sentence
similarity, it may not well capture the crucial information between sentences, resulting in the
failure to retrieve the correct target image. Additionally, we use the Laion-COCO as our data
corpus, with captions generated automatically, thus can be inaccurate.

4.5 Qualitative Results for CIR
In Figure 4, we show qualitative results on composed image retrieval, which has only been
trained on the automatically constructed dataset, without finetuning on the downstream datasets.
Each row includes reference image, relative caption and the top five retrieved images, where
the ground truth is marked with a red box. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed method in successfully retrieving the target image. For instance, as shown in
the last row, the model must be able to maintain the semantic category of the animal in the
reference image, and then add a blue sky in order to retrieve the target image.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a retrieval-based pipeline for automatic CIR dataset construction,
using the easily-acquired image-caption data on Internet. Specifically, we obtain two differ-
ent CIR datasets based on templates and large language model. Furthermore, we propose
TransAgg, a transformer-based adaptive aggregation model that can effectively integrate in-
formation across different modalities. Extensive experiments show that our method performs
on par or significant above the existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) models on two public bench-
marks and our zero-shot result is sometimes comparable to fully supervised ones.
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Figure 3: Failure cases of dataset construction. The edited caption and target image caption
in the first row have a high similarity score, but their semantic meanings are significantly
different. In the second row, we intend to retrieve a red watering can, but a mental watering
can is mistakenly retrieved instead. In the third row, the numerical values in both reference
image caption and target image caption are incorrect.

Figure 4: Qualitative results on CIRR. From left to right are the reference image, relative
caption and the top five retrieved images. The ground truth is marked with a red box.
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